
A MESSAGE FROM COREY GLCOPERATIONSMANAGER 

As we step into the new year, we earnestly seek positive transformations for GLC. The recent 

years have been emotionally and spiritually challenging. In the end of 2020, GLC underwent 

significant changes, including a shift in management, with my appointment as Chief 

Operations Officer and Vice President. The station's future hung in the balance, 

uncertain whether to continue or cease operations. 

Having been part of GLC since 1998, I understand its vital role within the community. 

Believing it was worth saving, I took on the responsibility to navigate its course. Little did I 

anticipate the hurdles that awaited. Since assuming this role, I've identified and diligently 

addressed various issues plaguing GLC. 

As many are aware, we've been off satellite for a while, leading to our absence on numerous 

cable systems and affecting our transmitters. Assigned with the task of restoring our signal 

to the transmitter, despite lacking engineering experience, I persevered and successfully 

resolved the issue. Additionally, we discovered the loss of our 50l(c)(3) status years before my 

tenure. I've been working to settle back taxes owed and rectify debt, striving to regain good 

standing with the IRS. 

Through divine intervention and amazing people, we've paid off taxes, reapplied for 

50l(c)(3) status, and as of January 29th 2024 we received approval! This means that ALL gifts 

are now ta x-deductible ! God has sent professional volunteers to assist with IRS and legal 

matters. We even defied FCC lawyers' expectations by restoring our Snyder transmitter 

license, proving that with God, nothing is impossible. 

Despite inheriting a challenging situation, we've made gradual progress. I humbly ask for 

your support if you feel inclined to help GLC. Sustaining the monthly expenses to keep 

everything operational is a substantial task. This year, I believe we will overcome these 

challenges and move forward more resilient than ever. Give at glctv.tv! Corey Adams 
--------------------------------- GLC Operations Manager 



We're excited to announce a dynamic addition to the GLC program lineup! Tune-in 

Monday through Friday, from 8 am to 9 pm, and join us for enriching content 

featuring two renowned speakers, Duane Sheriff and Bob Yandian! 

Duane Sheriff Returns! 
"Grace & Truth" 

Don't miss "Grace and Truth" with Duane Sheriff, an 

accomplished author, internationally recognized speaker, 

and dedicated pastor who spreads the good news of 

Yeshua/Jesus through his ministry. Pastor Duane's mis

sion is to help people grow in the Lord, emphasizing disci

pleship to fulfill the global mandate. Also, catch "Student 
of the Word" with Bob Yandian, a seasoned teacher with 

over 40 years of experience imparting the unchanging 

truth of God's word. Widely acknowledged for his Bible 

exposition, Bob's practical insights and wisdom have 

guided countless individuals to maturity in the Christian 

life. Don't miss this opportunity to be inspired and grow 

in your faith with our new lineup! 

Bob Yandian >>> 

GLC BOOKSTORE I NEW INVENTORY! 

Explore the enriching world of Christian and Hebrew learning materials at the 

GLC Bookstore! Immerse yourself in a curated collection, with jewelry from 

Israel, Judaica, and more. Don't forget to check out our new GLC Amazon 
storefront, seamlessly extending our bookstore's inventory. More importantly, 

we're proud to offer items through TeeSpring, boasting apparel, magnets, 

mugs, and more! Visit the GLC Bookstore and explore our diverse range of mer

chandise and apparel today: www.glc.us.com/shop 
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